[Allow scalp cooling during adjuvant chemotherapy in patients with breast cancer; scalp metastases rarely occur].
To investigate the incidence of scalp metastases in high-risk breast cancer patients in order to assess whether caution is warranted with scalp cooling during adjuvant therapy. Observational study. The incidence of scalp metastases and the disease course were studied in 885 very well evaluated high-risk breast cancer patients. These patients, who had at least four positive axillary lymph nodes, were treated in a randomised study with either classical chemotherapy, or the same chemotherapy followed by high-dose chemotherapy and autologous stem cell transplantation (the so-called N4+ study). After a median follow up of 110 months, 403 of the 885 patients (46%) had relapsed or developed metastases. 25 patients (3%) had developed skin metastasis; 4 of these patients (0.5%) had developed hairy scalp metastasis. The scalp metastases always occurred at the same time as or later than metastases elsewhere. Scalp metastases occur with a very low frequency and not as the first sign of metastatic disease. It is therefore unlikely that scalp cooling (to prevent baldness) decreases the local working of chemotherapy to such an extent that the risk of scalp metastases increases.